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Train the trainers activity also took place in November
of 2023. in Romania, and involved each partner’s
expert who trained the other participants during the
workshops that had the following topics: 

Climate change and urban biodiversity (by
ENERGIES2050), 

1.

Protected natural areas (by PLATON), 2.
Urban parks and forests (by MENC), 3.
Water biodiversity (by LINKGroup), 4.
Boosting digital skills of teachers (by Dlearn), 5.
Cooperation with local community (by PASBS).6.

You can read more on the activity on LEAF website.

https://leafbiodiversity.eu

LEAF

Train the trainers activity

TRANSNATIONAL PROJECT MEETING
The Consortium met in Romania in November, 2023., and has gone
through all the activities implemented during the first year and the
ones that are ahead for the second year.  

All partners went through the draft version of the Teachers‘ Handbook,
agreeing on the final form. It will be translated in partners’ language
and printed as scheduled. The Competence Framework which was also
discussed is an important instrument for our project’s result. 
 
The Consortium debated on the planned activities and the online Leaf
Academy, a platform which will be created as a learning space for
students.  
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Competence framework has been finished
and translated to all partner languages,
and is now available on LEAF project
website.

We are also proud to present you our
Teachers’ Handbook, a comprehensive
resource designed to empower educators in
fostering a deep understanding and
appreciation for biodiversity through
hands-on experiences.

About the Teachers‘Handbook:

Discover a collection of innovative teaching
strategies, engaging activities, and
practical guidance crafted with the goal of
inspiring the next generation of
environmental stewards. 
The handbook is a testament to our
commitment to equipping teachers with the
tools they need to weave biodiversity
seamlessly into their curriculum.

COMPETENCE FRAMEWORK
& TEACHERS’ HANDBOOK

We are currently developing the LEAF Academy, including it’s contents.

The LEAF Academy will be a social learning environment: learners will be equipped with
the tools to collaborate and participate both synchronously and asynchronously,

providing a learning space they can drop in and out to best suit them. Its design is
developed in such a way to support problem and project – based learning, which means
that user engagement and involvement are the first focus of the platform’s features.

The social learning environment will also eventually hold the key function of sharing the
experiments and the results obtained thanks to the use of WE-LAB, including videos of

students using the kit, best practices and ideas of projects to be realised with the use of
the kit.
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